PRIMARY SCHOOL COMPETITION
GRADES 5-7

Closes 30 JUNE 2016

WIN A FLIGHT AROUND THE
SUNSHINE COAST WITH LACHIE
What to do: Print out this questionnaire and fill in the details on the front.
Look up the answers for these questions on Lachie's website:
www.wingsaroundtheworld.com.au. Fill them all in on this questionnaire and give
them to your teacher or parent to post to : Wings around the World
competition P O BOX 500 Nambour
The WINNER will have the opportunity to have a flight for themselves and two
others around the Sunshine Coast with Lachie.
RUNNERS UP: will receive a Wings Around the World Cap signed by Lachie.

NAME :
SCHOOL address:

_____________________________________________________
SCHOOL e-mail.

_____________________________________________________
GRADE:

_____________________________________________________

QUESTIONS:
1.

How old is Lachie?

2.

How old was Lachie when he went for his first flying lesson?

A: _________________________________

A:
3.

__________________________________
What school did Lachie go to?

A: ________________________________________________________
4.

What age did Lachie go for his first solo flight?

5.

What is the name of Lachie’s flying school?

A: _______________________________
A:
6.

_______________________________________________
What is Lachie calling his world record attempt?

A: ____________________________________________________________
7.

What does Lachie want to encourage other young people to do?

A: ____________________________________________________________
8.

A:
9.

A:

What part of Queensland does Lachie live in?

________________________________________________________
Other than family and friends, what is Lachie going to miss the most while he is
away?

10.
A:

11.
A:

12.
A:

13.
A:

14.
A:

15.
A:

16.
A:

17.
A:

18.
A:

What world record is Lachie attempting to break?
_____________________________________________________________
How long is the trip expected to last?
________________________________________________
When does Lachie leave?

________________________________

How many countries will Lachlan be stopping at?
________________________________________________________
Who was the previous Australian world record holder?
__________________________________________________________
What does WATW stand for?

___________________________________________________________
What is WATW’s motto?
____________________________________________________________
What can you do to help?

_____________________________________________________________
What is the web address of the Wings Around the World website?

19.
A:

20.
A:

21.
A:

22.
A:

23.
A:

24.
A:

25.

On which island in the Fijian Islands is the city of Nadi?
______________________________________________________
What do they grow and export from Fiji?
________________________________________________
What is the Italian city Lachie will be landing in?

__________________________________________________
What airport in the USA is called “Heaven's Landing”?

___________________________________________________
What is the town in Northern Scotland where Lachie will be landing?
________________________________________
Lachie will be landing in which Greek island?

_____________________________________________
What edible product will be a highlight in Hawaii?

A:

________________________________________________________

A:

______________________________________________________
If people wanted to donate to support Lachie, where could they make their
donation? ( 2 places)

26.

27.
A:

What is the currency used in Iceland?

28.
A:

29.

A:

30.

What type of plane is Lachie flying in?

________________________________________________________________

What is the safety feature unique to the type of plane Lachie is flying in?

____________________________________________________

The answer to this question is not on the website. You might get
hints from the website but need to write your own ideas.
(Lachie had to plan every detail of his flight including: Finding people to
support him, finding out what fuel to use, working out how to raise enough
money, finding the best time to travel in the different countries, many
details about airports and flight paths etc. and much more.)

Imagine you wanted to make a cycle trip around Australia to carry a
message about needy people, make a list of all the things you would have to
think about and plan before you left. (If you need more space you may add
an extra piece of paper).

Well done! Now you can send your entry to the address on the first page.

